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Page 1 of a musical score for clarinet, showing notation for multiple clarinet parts. The score includes musical symbols such as accidentals, dynamics (mp, mf, f), and crescendo and decrescendo indications.

The score is for a piece by Franz von Suppé, featuring clarinet parts labeled as B♭ Cl. 1, B♭ Cl. 2, B♭ Cl. 3, and B. Cl. 1. The score is arranged in staves with musical lines indicating the melody and harmony for each clarinet part.

The score also includes dynamic markings such as "mp," "mf," and "f," as well as symbols for crescendo and decrescendo, indicated by "cresc..." and "decresc..." respectively.

The score is marked "Dompte et paysan" and has a Presto tempo indication.
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Poète et paysan
Franz von Suppé

mp Andante \( \frac{3}{4} \) \( \frac{5}{4} \) = ... Cl 2.
B♭ Cl. Cl 1.

mp

Andante \( \frac{3}{4} \) \( \frac{5}{4} \) = ...